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The @US_FDA's overdue full approval of mRNA vaccines
is holding us back from getting millions of more people
protected, at a time of urgent need, with the Delta variant
on the rise. My guest essay @nytopinion

w/ thanks for editing @jopearl

Opinion | It’s Time for the F.D.A. to Fully Approve the mRNA Vaccines
The Pfizer and Moderna vaccines are safe and effective. Full approval from the
F.D.A. will help stop the spread of Covid-19.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/01/opinion/fda-vaccines-full-approval.html

I start off w/ the paradox of FDA's accelerated approval of the Alzheimer's drug

despite a 10-0 vote against it by their Advisory Committee, 2 clinical trials that did

not show clinical benefit, and for any person w/Alzheimer's even though the trials

were for early disease, MCI

Then a brief review of the exceptionally large, completed clinical trials and real world

evidence for these vaccines—the 1st ever new vaccines to get Emergency Use

Authorization (EUA)—now given to hundreds of millions of people /3
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The US vaccination campaign has hit a plateau, having peaked in April (up to 4.5 M

/day) and fallen off since then, just getting abs over 1 million again today 

/4

See How Vaccinations Are Going in Your County and State
See where doses have gone, and who is eligible for a shot in each state.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/covid-19-vaccine-doses.html
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• • •

A key point is that the FDA began reviewing the full licensure applications (called

BLAs) at the end of last year on a rolling, iterative basis. That was started 7 months

ago and there was more than ample time to do plant inspections and review

manufacturing/production issues /5

Now we face the Delta variant, the most efficient version of the virus yet for finding

new hosts, 40% more contagious than Alpha, need for 2-dose mRNA vaccine for full

efficacy 

Delta is now >30% of infections, cases are starting to rise in several states 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html 6

Full licensure by FDA will lead to required vaccination by health systems, the

military, universities, private companies, etc (w/ accommodations of masks +

frequent testing for people unwilling or unable to be vaccinated). Tens of millions of

Americans will likely get vaxxed /7

The FDA, and @DrWoodcockFDA its acting Director, need to make this the #1

priority, inform the public, provide the timeline. They vigorously defended the

Alzheimer's drug misguided approval but have yet to provide 1 word of guidance on

this critical matter /f
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